
The Goanna Track CircuitThe Goanna Track Circuit

The         Goanna         Track         is         a         short         but         pleasant         bush
track         with         some         good         views         down         over         Heathcote
Creek.         Mostly         along         management         trail,         this         walk
follows         the         pipeline         from         Heathcote         out         to         the
Goanna         Track         circuit.         Be         sure         to         go         down         to         Lake
Eckersley         as         this         is         arguably         the         prettiest         part         of
the         walk.         If         wanting         a         break,         there         are         some         good
spots         down         at         water         level,         with         nice         views         and
picnic         tables.
Heathcote         National         Park

Length:
Time:
Climb:
Style:
Rating:
Where:
Transport:

11         km
4         hrs
484         m
Circuit
Track:         Hard
1         km         SW         of         Heathcote
train         car

Visit www.wildwalks.com  for more info
Side         trips         and         Alternate         routes         mentioned         in         these         notes         are         not         included         in         the         tracks         overall         rating,         distance         or         time         estimate.         The         notes         only         describe         the         side
trips         and         Alternate         routes         in         one         direction.         Allow         extra         time         for         resting         and         exploring         areas         of         interest.         Please         ensure         you         and         your         group         are         well         prepared
and         equipped         for         all         possible         hazards         and         delays.         The         authors,         staff         and         owners         of         wildwalks         take         care         in         preparing         these         notes         but         will         not         accept
responsibility         for         any         inconvenience,         loss         or         injury         sustained         by         using         these         notes         or         maps.         Please         take         care         and         share         your         experience         through         the         website.
Please check park closures, weather information and Fire Danger Rating just before leaving for your walk. Walk maybe closed during Total Fire Ban.
GPS for start and end of this walk:-34.0882,151.0081

                  
 Wildwalks  
 Download the free Bushwalk Australia eMag
 The eMagazine is produces by the community at bushwalk.com and the Wildwalks team
 Bushwalk.com Australia's most active bushwalking forum - Check it out.
 Happy Reading. Matt :)   

Heathcote Railway Station to End of Freeman Rd  1km 15 mins 
 (From S) From the station, this walk follows the footpath towards the highway, passing the left side of the car park, until
it reaches the highway, which it crosses at the traffic lights. The walk continues along Oliver Street for a while before
coming to the intersection with Boundary Road. Here, this walk turns left, following the road for a short distance before
taking the first right onto Freemans Road and continuing past the large scout camp, to the end of the road, where it
comes to the intersection with the management trail at the corner of Bella Vista Street.  

End of Freeman Rd to Int of Scout Camp and Freeman Road bushtracks  0.4km 5 mins 
 (From 1.03 km) Veer left: From the intersection, this walk follows the management trail, crossing under the high tension
power lines and bending around to the right a short distance, before coming back around to the left and passing a
management trail (which heads behind some houses). The walk continues down the hill, passing another trail on the left
as the hill steepens and comes to an intersection with a rough bush track, opposite the power line tower at the bottom of
the trail. 
 Turn right: From the intersection, the walk follows the bush track on the opposite side of the management trail to the
power line tower. The walk passes a burnt-out car shell before turning down the long steep hill and winding down to the
'T' intersection with a wider track.  

Int of Scout Camp and Freeman Road bushtracks to Int. of Mirang Track and Friendly Tracks  0.3km 5 mins 
 (From 1.43 km) Turn right: From the intersection, the walk follows the track heading down along the side of the hill and
through the thick bush. After a short while, the track comes to a large concrete pipeline, crossing it at the metal platform
to the intersection with the management trail.  

Int. of Mirang Track and Friendly Tracks to Int. of Mirang and Mirang Pool Tracks  0.9km 20 mins 
 (From 1.76 km) Continue straight: From the intersection, this walk follows the 'Mirang Pool' arrow along the asphalt trail
down the long hill. After a short while, the trail bends around to the left, turning back towards the pipeline, and continues
downhill until it flattens out and crosses a bridge at the pipeline. From here, the walk continues along the management
trail, following the pipeline (with Heathcote Creek down the hill on the right) for a while before coming to the signposted
intersection with the Mirang Pool track.  

 Mirang Pool camping ground    
 This campsite is nestled in Heathcote National Park, with walk-in access from Heathcote Station. The campsite is near
Mirang Pool on Heathcote Creek - there is a signpost at the top of the stairs, leading down to the pools from the
management trail above. There are no facilities provided at the campsite, and you will need to carry in your own water
and fuel stove.  
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Int. of Mirang and Mirang Pool Tracks to Int of Pipeline Track and Mirang Rd Servicetrail  0.3km 5 mins 
 (From 2.7 km) Continue straight: From the intersection, this walk follows the 'Lake Eckersley' arrow along the
management trail, keeping the pipe line to the left, as it heads through the bush. After a while, the trail does a large 'S'
bend, crossing the pipeline twice as before passing through a gate and up to the intersection with the Mirang Road
service trail.  

Int of Pipeline Track and Mirang Rd Servicetrail to Battery Causeway  1km 20 mins 
 (From 3.04 km) Continue straight: From the intersection, the walk follows the asphalt management trail, keeping
Heathcote Creek and the valley to the right as the trail rounds a bend and heads up run parallel with the pipeline as the
trail becomes gravel. From here, the walk continues along the management trail, keeping the pipeline on the left for
about 750m. The walk then crosses over the pipeline using a timber bridge and 160m further along the management trail
the walk passes a picnic table and crosses Heathcote Creek at the concrete Battery Causeway. (Here you may notice
the 'Bullawarring Track - Waterfall 7km' sign up to your left).  

Battery Causeway to Int of Lake Eckersley and Pipeline Tracks  0.3km 5 mins 
 (From 4.06 km) Veer right: From the intersection, this walk follows the management trail, heading up the hill with the
creek down to the right. The trail does a sharp 'U' turn to the left, and continues up the hill to the signposted intersection
of the 'Lake Eckersley Track'.  

Int of Lake Eckersley and Pipeline Tracks to Lake Eckersley  0.2km 5 mins Optional Side Trip: 
 (From 4.34 km) Turn right: From the intersection, this walk follows the bush track beside the signpost, heading down
through the bush and away from the pipeline. As the track winds down the hill, it bends around to the left, winding
through the dense scrub for a short while before bending back to the right and continuing down the rocky path to the
edge of Woronora River.
(Retrace your steps back to the main track, then turn right to continue along this walk.)  

Int of Lake Eckersley and Pipeline Tracks to Int of Pipeline and Goanna Tracks  0.8km 15 mins 
 (From 4.34 km) Continue straight: From the intersection, this walk follows the management trail, keeping the pipeline on
the left and providing the occasional view over the valley and creek to the right. This continues for a while until reaching
a signposted intersection with the 'Goanna Track' (which goes up over the pipeline on a metal bridge).  

Int of Pipeline and Goanna Tracks to Int of Goanna Track and the Pipeline bushtrack  0.3km 5 mins 
 (From 5.18 km) Turn left: From the intersection, the walk follows the 'Goanna Track' signpost over the pipeline at the
metal platform. The rough track climbs up the rocky hill for a while before flattening out and coming to a signpost and the
intersection with the pipeline track.
  
Int of Goanna Track and the Pipeline bushtrack to Int of Goanna and Bullawarring Tracks  0.2km 3 mins 
 (From 5.48 km) Continue straight: From the intersection, this walk follows the left-hand arrow on the signpost, south
along the side of the hill. Soon, the track turns down the hill to the signposted intersection with the 'Bullawarring Track'.  

Int of Bullawarring and Goanna Tracks to Int. of Mirang Track and Friendly Tracks  3.6km 1 Hrs 15 mins 
 (From 5.64 km) Turn left: From the intersection, this walk follows the 'Pipeline Rd 1.0km' arrow on the 'Bullawarring
Track' signpost, heading along the bush track which follows the side of the hill. The rocky bush track winds up and down
through the thick bushland, with occasional views of Heathcote Creek down to the right. This continues for a while until
the track drops steeply down a short rocky section and continues down the hill to the signposted intersection of the
service trail at the Battery Causeway. 
 Veer right: From the intersection, the walk crosses the creek using concrete Battery Causeway and follows the
management trail up the gentle hill, past a picnic table to soon cross the pipeline on a timber bridge. From here, the walk
continues along the management trail, keeping the pipeline on the right for 750m until the trail bends left away from the
pipeline and onto an asphalt surface. The trail winds down a hill to the intersection of the Mirang Road service trail. 
 Continue straight: From the intersection, the walk follows the asphalt management trail down the hill and through a gate,
doing a large 'S' bend and crossing the pipeline twice. The surface of the trail changes to dirt and the walk continues,
with Heathcote Creek on the left, to the signposted intersection with the Mirang Pool track. 
 Continue straight: From the intersection, this walk follows the management trail in the unsignposted direction, keeping
the pipeline on the right and Heathcote Creek down the hill on the left. The walk heads along until it crosses a bridge
onto an asphalt surface and heads up the long hill that winds to the intersection with another trail, opposite the metal
platform crossing the pipeline.  
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Int. of Mirang Track and Friendly Tracks to Heathcote Railway Station  1.8km 25 mins 
 (From 9.26 km) Continue straight: From the intersection, the walk heads up and over the large concrete pipeline at the
metal platform and stairs. The track then continues up the long hill for a while before coming to an intersection with a
rough track (heading up on the left, about 40 metres before the high tension power lines). 
 Turn left: From the intersection, the walk follows the rough bush track heading up the side of the hill, climbing steeply up
along the sometimes-faint path. The track soon flattens out and bends around to the right, passing a burnt-out car shell
before coming an the intersection with a management trail. 
 Turn left: From the intersection, the walk follows the management trail up the long hill. The walk passes a trail on the
right and flattens out a little, continuing up and around to the right. This walk passes another management trail (heading
behind some houses) as it flattens out more and crosses under the power lines to the road. 
 Veer right: From the intersection, this walk follows Freemans Road all the way past the large scout camp facility, to the
intersection of Boundary Road, where it turns left and continues along for a short distance to the intersection of Oliver
Street. From here, this walk turns right onto Oliver Street, which it follows to the end, meeting the Princes Highway. From
here, the track crosses the highway at the traffic lights and continues along the footpath, with the car park to the left,
coming to the train station.  

 A         list         of         paper         topographical         maps         that         cover         this         walk
Port Hacking 1:25 000 Map Series
 Campbelltown 1:25 000 Map Series
 Campbelltown 1:50 000 Map Series
 Port Hacking 1:100 000 Map Series
 Wollongong 1:100 000 Map Series

 Nearby         outdoor         and         camping         stores
Engadine Disposal & Outdoor Centre Pty Ltd 1042 Old Princes Hwy Engadine (02) 9520 3367
Paddy Pallin Adventure Equipment 587 Kingsway Miranda (02) 9525 6829
Onrope 11 Nelson Ave Padstow (02) 9709 6299
Boots Great Outdoors 23 Koonya Cct Caringbah (02) 9542 8988
Jeffs Camping & Disposals Lvl2/ 444 Hume Hwy Yagoona (02) 9708 5092
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Map         Scale         1         km

Base         map         is         used         under         licence         and         is         (c)         Department         of         lands                           Panorama         Avenue         Bathurst         2795                           www.lands.nsw.gov.au
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